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It’s no surprise, then, that battery life is one of the most important features for consumers. The trouble is, while other areas of smartphone tech have improved at a blistering pace – bigger, ...

Smartphone battery tech: what could the next 10 years bring?
Wrestling mythology is often skipped over, so I decided to go back in time and find some of the most interesting stories from long ago ...

Wrestling Origins: Wrestling In Mythology Explained
There's been a notable change to the Eternals in their MCU movie adaptation, which has been made abundantly clear in the opening of the teaser trailer: the Eternals are aliens. As the synopsis for ...

Marvel's Eternals Theory: Mutants Will Be Introduced to Set Up X-Men in the MCU
In these testing times, a lot of us have turned to shows that help us regain our strength ... it's the show’s power to induce nostalgia. Kunal Kohli’s “Ramyug” packs a modern narrative ...

Based On The Epic Ramayana, "Ramyug" Brings Together Nostalgia, Life Lessons & Positivity
Israel’s “over-dog” position and its frequent recourse to military action to defend itself is then magnified and manipulated by malign actors to skewer the Jewish state. Then there is plain old ...

How to defend Israel: Do not claim victimhood or deny power - opinion
Given the litany of examples from Scripture where women pray, praise, prophesy over and instruct nations, much less congregations, why this prohibition? Two New Testament passages are frequently ...

Why Does the Apostle Paul Tell Women to Be Silent and Not to Teach?
The U.S. Senate’s abdication of duty at the start of this Memorial Day weekend, when 11 senators (nine of them Republican) did not even show up to vote on authorizing an investigation of the January 6 ...

Does the U.S. Senate Resemble Ancient Rome?
[3] Society and Military Power in Ancient India ... the armies of the time separated from their society? In terms of ancient India, this means we would like to know about the nature and strength of ...

Societies and Military Power: India and Its Armies
From missing lighthouse keepers to the healing power of trees ... 50 new fiction and nonfiction books to enjoy. Plus recent paperbacks to pack and the best children’s stories ...

Summer reading: the 50 hottest new books everyone should read
A refrigerator prototype developed by Purdue researchers and their partners was evaluated under microgravity conditions on the unique Zero Gravity Corp. aircraft.
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Space Refrigerator Works in Zero Gravity
Because the filibuster was not part of the constitutional balance-of-power scheme ... Everything that is frenzied and distracted in modern culture, Dan Frank was the opposite of.

What Ancient Rome Tells Us About Today’s Senate
According to the official website, XL Real Muscle Gainer uses power ... This ancient herb has been used to treat impaired sexual function in men (3), both during ancient times and modern medicine ...

XL Real Muscle Gainer Reviews – No Customer Scam Complaints?
Here are some of the best books to read if you want to learn about intersectional feminism, recommended by women's and gender studies professors.

The 29 best feminist books and novels to read in 2021
IMS returns as a live event, in addition to a having virtual version. Though the format changes up from IMS shows from the past, prepare for the same massive amount of technical programs and product ...

IMS 2021 Brims with Technical Fare
The popularity of hoop earrings continued from the ‘60s through the ‘90s, and till today, remains a classic for women of all ages. As one of the oldest fashioned pieces recorded in history, hoop ...

Back to the future with hoops
"When worn next to the skin, a crystal can be an incredible source of power ... to create modern talismans that transcend cultures," she says. The Sagesse collection reimagines ancient symbols ...
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